Disordered dielectric materials with structural correlations show unconventional optical behavior: They can be transparent to longwavelength radiation, while at the same time have isotropic band gaps in another frequency range. This phenomenon raises fundamental questions concerning photon transport through disordered media. While optical transparency in these materials is robust against recurrent multiple scattering, little is known about other transport regimes like diffusive multiple scattering or Anderson localization. Here, we investigate band gaps, and we report Anderson localization in 2D disordered dielectric structures using numerical simulations of the density of states and optical transport statistics. The disordered structures are designed with different levels of positional correlation encoded by the degree of stealthiness χ. To establish a unified view, we propose a correlation-frequency (χ-ν) transport phase diagram. Our results show that, depending only on χ, a dielectric material can transition from localization behavior to a band gap crossing an intermediate regime dominated by tunneling between weakly coupled states. disordered photonics | photonic band gap materials | Anderson localization of light | mesoscopic wave transport | hyperuniform structures L ight propagation through a dielectric medium is determined by the spatial distribution of the material. Photons scatter at local variations of the refractive index. For a periodically organized system, interference dominates light transport and is responsible for optical phenomena in opal gems and photonic crystals (1). In random media, transport becomes diffusive through successive scattering events. The characteristic length scale over which isotropic diffusion takes place is the transport mean free path. Materials thicker than the mean free path appear cloudy or white. However, when scattering centers are locally correlated, diffraction effects can be significant. The description of light transport then becomes a challenging problem with many applications, such as the transparency of the cornea to visible light (2), the strong wavelength dependence of the optical thickness of colloidal suspensions (3) and amorphous photonic structures (4, 5), and structural colors in biology (6). Critical opalescence and the relatively large electrical conductivity of disordered liquid metals (7) are closely related phenomena.
Disordered dielectric materials with structural correlations show unconventional optical behavior: They can be transparent to longwavelength radiation, while at the same time have isotropic band gaps in another frequency range. This phenomenon raises fundamental questions concerning photon transport through disordered media. While optical transparency in these materials is robust against recurrent multiple scattering, little is known about other transport regimes like diffusive multiple scattering or Anderson localization. Here, we investigate band gaps, and we report Anderson localization in 2D disordered dielectric structures using numerical simulations of the density of states and optical transport statistics. The disordered structures are designed with different levels of positional correlation encoded by the degree of stealthiness χ. To establish a unified view, we propose a correlation-frequency (χ-ν) transport phase diagram. Our results show that, depending only on χ, a dielectric material can transition from localization behavior to a band gap crossing an intermediate regime dominated by tunneling between weakly coupled states. disordered photonics | photonic band gap materials | Anderson localization of light | mesoscopic wave transport | hyperuniform structures L ight propagation through a dielectric medium is determined by the spatial distribution of the material. Photons scatter at local variations of the refractive index. For a periodically organized system, interference dominates light transport and is responsible for optical phenomena in opal gems and photonic crystals (1). In random media, transport becomes diffusive through successive scattering events. The characteristic length scale over which isotropic diffusion takes place is the transport mean free path. Materials thicker than the mean free path appear cloudy or white. However, when scattering centers are locally correlated, diffraction effects can be significant. The description of light transport then becomes a challenging problem with many applications, such as the transparency of the cornea to visible light (2), the strong wavelength dependence of the optical thickness of colloidal suspensions (3) and amorphous photonic structures (4, 5), and structural colors in biology (6). Critical opalescence and the relatively large electrical conductivity of disordered liquid metals (7) are closely related phenomena.
In the weak scattering limit, photon transport is diffusive and can be described by a local collective scattering approximation, which states that the mean free path l t = (ρσt ) −1 is inversely proportional to the number density of scatterers ρ and to the effective transport cross-section (7-9)
Here, d σ/d Ω is the differential cross-section for an isolated scatterer and k ϑ = 2k sin(ϑ/2) is the momentum transfer. This equation relates positional correlations of the optical medium to transport via the structure factor S (k ϑ ). In the past, the local collective scattering approximation has been applied to dense and strongly scattering media (9), but the validity of this approach is limited, as it does not include near-field corrections and recurrent scattering (10, 11) . Clearly, the recently discovered isotropic band gaps (12, 13) in hyperuniform disordered photonic materials (HDPMs) cannot be derived from Eq. 1. For quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D; waveguides) and 2D uncorrelated or fully random media with S (k ϑ ) ≡ 1, the optical transport properties are well understood. According to the single parameter scaling (SPS) hypothesis (14, 15) , statistical properties of transport are governed by a single parameter that can be expressed as the ratio of a characteristic (localization) length ξ to system size L. While for L/ξ 1 transport is diffusive, SPS predicts a cross-over to the Anderson localization regime L/ξ 1.
The opposite limit of a periodically repeating structure, a photonic crystal with sharp Bragg peaks in the structure factor and a full band gap in three dimensions, was discussed in the late 1980s in the pioneering works of Yablonovitch and John (16, 17) . As pointed out by John at that time, perturbative introduction of disorder in a crystal can induce strongly localized states in the photonic band gap (PBG), leading to a pseudogap in the photon density of states (DOS), in analogy with electronic pseudogaps in amorphous semiconductors. Strong Anderson localization might then be accessible in the pseudogap frequency range, and there should be a cross-over between these two transport regimes as the structure factor evolves between the two extreme limits of a structureless random medium and Bragg-peaked shape typical of a full band gap photonic crystal (17). However, 30 years after John's proposal, an experimental realization or a theoretical description of the statistical properties of photon transport in the cross-over regime from weakly to strongly correlated disordered media remains poorly understood, both in three and two dimensions.
For correlated but fully disordered media, a situation clearly distinct from disordered crystals, attention over the last years focused on the emergence of unexpected optical properties like optical transparency (18, 19) and PBGs in 2D and 3D highrefractive-index disordered materials (12, 13, 20, 21) . In particular, the concept of stealthy hyperuniformity as a measure for the hidden order in amorphous materials has drawn significant attention (18, 22, 23) . HDPMs are disordered, but uniform without specific defects, and the DOS can be strictly zero. A key parameter controlling structural correlations of HDPM, and thus the band-gap width, is the degree of stealthiness χ, defined as the ratio between the number of constrained degrees of freedom to the total number of degrees of freedom (18). It is currently not known what effect χ has on the statistics of wave transport in HDPM outside the gap and whether the transport properties in HDPM can be understood in terms of SPS. Neither is anything known about the transport properties for frequencies ν near the band edge, a regime where disordered crystalline materials exhibit a rich and complex transition toward Anderson localization (24).
At the same time, experimental observations of Anderson localization of light have been questioned repeatedly, particularly in 3D systems (25, 26) . The current state of the debate is that Anderson localization of light is absent in 3D fully random media (27) and thus can only be reached in the presence of correlations (26). However, correlated disordered media have also been shown to possess full band gaps for materials with similar optical contrast previously associated to Anderson localization (28, 29), both in two and three dimensions (12, 21). Currently, there exists no picture that may allow one to predict or classify the different optical transport regimes in disordered photonic materials with structural correlations. The main goal of our work is to address these fundamental questions and to propose a correlation-frequency (χ-ν) phase diagram for wave transport through disordered dielectric media.
Results and Discussion
Transport Phase Diagram. A relatively simple example of a correlated disordered medium is a collection of infinite parallel cylinders of high-refractive index that are distributed according to a 2D stealthy hyperuniform (SHU) point pattern (Fig. 1, Insets) (18, 22, 23) . The area of the pattern A = L × L and the number of points N define a characteristic length a through the number density ρ = N /A ≡ a −2 . When the electric field is parallel to the cylinder axes (TM polarization), the propagation of light with a wave vector perpendicular to the axes can be described by a 2D Schrödinger-like scalar equation with identical scatterers. This setup provides an ideal laboratory to explore the statistical properties of wave transport in 2D HDPM. The normalized DOS (NDOS) as a function of frequency for a 2D SHU pattern of monodisperse high-refractive index cylinders has been reported for different values of χ (12, 13).
Based on the NDOS and the results for 2D disordered crystals (30, 31), we first make a hypothesis about the transport phase diagram of 2D HDPM in Fig. 1 . For strongly correlated, nearly crystalline materials (high χ), stealth (transparent) and gap intervals are adjacent to each other, reminiscent of the conduction band and stop gap for electrons and photons in crystals. Lowering the degree of stealthiness to χ < 0.5, the gap and stealth Fig. 1 . Correlation-frequency (χ-ν) transport phase diagram for HDPMs. A box of size L × L is filled with high-refractive index (ε = 11.6) cylinders distributed according to a 2D stealthy hyperuniform (SHU) point pattern. The cylinder radius is 0.189a, and the filling fraction is 11.2% (13). The degree of stealthiness is denoted χ (18). ν is the optical frequency, c the vacuum speed of light, and a is the mean distance between scatterers. In the central region (I), a wide photonic gap opens, inhibiting the propagation of transversemagnetic (TM) polarized electromagnetic waves (12, 13) . In this region, the DOS is exactly zero, and evanescent light waves decay exponentially over distances shorter than the characteristic structural length scale ξ < a. In the stealth region (II), on the left side of the band gap, the material is transparent. In the vicinity of the gap, for smaller values of χ, the DOS is suppressed but nonzero (III), and evanescent waves can tunnel between isolated states with a decay length ξ ∼ a. Sufficiently far from the gap, diffuse light transport may cross over to strong Anderson localization. The transition from diffusive to localized transport (dotted line) is system size-dependent, and we expect that SPS-Anderson localization (IV) in the limit of sample sizes L > ξ > a. Eventually, at high χ, we enter the crystal regime (Isotropy of the SHU Seed Patterns and Fig. S1 ) (12, 13). intervals shrink. In the newly accessible intervals in between the stealth and the gap regions, the material possesses a reduced DOS and displays significant scattering. We expect a tunneling regime (non-SPS) for frequencies near the band gap and a diffusive scattering regime further apart. The tunneling regime is intimately related to the pseudogap in which the DOS is low, but finite. Once the DOS is sufficiently high, far away from the gap, diffusive transport sets in and a cross-over to classical Anderson localization (SPS) should occur as L > ξ. For high frequencies, we also expect diffusive transport, independent of χ, since in this spectral region, the scattering strength decays below the threshold where a gap opens.
Numerical Simulations. Although the calculation of the standard transport mean free path can be useful to describe transport processes in disordered correlated media in frequency ranges where the system is almost transparent or transport is diffusive (9, 19), it loses its meaning in a region where the DOS is zero. Identifying the different transport regimes requires the numerical solution of the full multiple scattering problem in a wide spectral range. We calculate the decay of the intensity of the wave fields along the propagation direction and the full statistics of wave transport. First, we generate a statistical ensemble of 1,000 patterns of ∼ 200 monodisperse high refractive index cylinders for each value of χ as described in ref. 13. Our 2D point patterns show stealthy hyperuniformity, which means that not only longrange density fluctuations are suppressed, S (k ϑ → 0) = 0, but the structure factor vanishes over a finite range, S (k ϑ < kc) = 0. The critical wave number kc sets the phase boundary of the stealth phase (13, 19) . With these parameters, a PBG opens at a central frequency ν0a/c 0.35, and the PBG expands to a maximum width of Δν/ν0 45% (13). Following work on disordered crystals (30, 31), we introduce the length
as an effective measure of the mean distance between states. Fig. 2A shows a map of a/ DOS . We can clearly identify the gap with no states and infinite DOS (white region bounded by dashed line) and a pseudogap region where the NDOS is significantly reduced, DOS a.
To obtain the characteristic decay length ξ and to sample the statistical properties of transport, we apply the well-known generalized scattering matrix (GSM) method (32) to slabs of thickness L < L max in propagation direction (GSM Method and Figs. S2 and S3) . Periodic boundary conditions (Fig. 3, Inset) define a set of transversal propagation channels. The optical analog g of electrical conductance can be computed from Landauer's formula. If T ij is the intensity transmitted from incoming channel j to outgoing channel i , then the conductance of the system is g = ij Tij . The exponential decay length ξ of the conductance is determined by using a fit to ln(g(L)) = −2L/ξ (33). Fluctuations are suppressed by performing an ensemble average · over 1,000 realizations for each frequency and degree of stealthiness. Fig. 2B shows a map of a/ξ. The solid line corresponds to the boundary DOS = ξ. Based on studies of 2D disordered crystals (31), we expect this line to indicate the boundary between non-SPS and SPS regions. We repeat the calculations of the DOS and the transport statistics for different systems sizes N 100, 310, 480 and find similar results irrespective of size (Transport Characteristics, Table S1 , and Figs. S6 and S7). Transport Fluctuations and Conductance Distribution. So far, we identified regions with exponential decay of the conductance, but did not reveal the physical mechanism responsible for this rapid decay.
To this end, we analyze the optical transport statistics (34). Fig. 3 shows a color map of fluctuations in the logarithmic conductance Var(ln(g)) for transmission through the whole system. As expected, regions associated with a PBG do not show substantial fluctuations despite a small decay length ξ signaling transport by direct tunneling through the whole sample. Outside the gap, large fluctuations are most pronounced in the pseudogap regime, 0 < ξ/l DOS 1, indicating tunneling-like transport (31). Eventually, further away from the gap, in the regime with ξ/l DOS > 1, fluctuations decay rapidly.
To discriminate between tunneling-like transport and classical Anderson localization (SPS), we consider the statistical distribution P (g) of the conductance. A quantitative description for transport fluctuations in Q1D systems is given by the DorokhovMello-Pereyra-Kumar (DMPK) equation (35) (36) (37) . DMPK predicts a cross-over between the diffusive and localized regimes. While P (g) is Gaussian in the diffusive regime, it has a peculiar shape at the onset of the localized regime corresponding to g ≈ 1/2 with a marked discontinuity in the first derivative of the distribution and a sharp cutoff beyond g = 1 (37, 38). As g decreases, this cutoff eventually leads to one-sided lognormal distributions for the conductance. Although the DMPK results were derived for the Q1D case, the characteristic shape of P (g) at the onset of the localized regime was exactly reproduced by numerical simulations in 2D disordered systems in the SPS regime (39). We apply a similarity analysis of the numerical P (g) results in our HDPM system and the DMPK result (37) to identify regions where classical Anderson localization (SPS) occurs. A map of the similarity S(ν, χ) is shown in Fig.  4 . Outside the gap and pseudogap regions, S > 0.5 and light transport evolves from diffusion, where the conductance distributions are Gaussian, to Anderson localization, where the distribution is one-side log-normal. The behavior of P (g) in the pseudogap region indicates remarkable differences in the statistical properties, which suggests that SPS is violated in this region.
Conclusions
In conclusion, our numerical results fully support the proposed transport phase diagram in Fig. 1 for 2D photonic structures derived from SHU point patterns. Based on the importance of positional correlations for the appearance of PBGs (13), we expect that other features of the transport phase diagram can also be transferred to disordered point patterns that possess different types of correlated disorder, as long as the patterns become uniform in the large-scale limit-in other words, they are, for example, hyperuniform, nearly hyperuniform (13, 21), or local self-uniform (40). In this case, χ has to be replaced by a measure for the degree of positional correlation. Whether certain details of the positional correlations affect the existence of specific regions in the transport phase diagram and how they move the boundaries delineating the different regions is the subject of follow-up work. It will be interesting to establish a similar transport phase diagram in three dimensions. In this case, a sharp phase boundary, known as the mobility edge and set by the Ioffe-Regel criterion kl t 1 (24, 41), is expected between photon diffusion and Anderson localization (dash-dotted line in Fig. 1 ).
An important direction for future work is the implications of the phase diagram for electronic transport. It has been argued that SHU plays a role in the formation of electronic band gaps, for example, in amorphous silicon (42). However, the influence of structural correlations and hyperuniformity on electron transport and localization in two or higher dimensions is far from being understood (43).
Methods
Generation of Stealthy Hyperuniform Point Pattern. We use a simulated annealing relaxation scheme to generate disordered SHU patterns with S(k) < 10 −6 for k < kc(χ) as described in our previous work (13). Patterns below the critical parameter χ ∼ 0.55, above which quasi-long-range order gradually appears (23), already show significant short-range order. The point patterns are decorated with dielectric cylinders as described in the text.
Band Structure Calculation. We calculate the NDOS using the supercell method (1) implemented in the open-source code MIT Photonic Bands (44). The supercell is repeated periodically, and the band structure is calculated by following the path Γ → M → X → Γ in reciprocal space. The procedure is described in detail in ref.
13. Nearly identical strategies have also been applied by others (12). We note that, within the spectral range surrounding the band gap region, the results are not affected by the artificial periodicity of the supercell.
GSM Method.
We use the improved GSM method. A summary of the method is provided in ref. 32. In the GSM, the system is discretized in slices in the propagation direction. For each slice, the wave equation is solved and the scattering matrix is calculated. By sequentially combining the corresponding scattering matrices, the total scattering matrix of the system up to a length L is obtained.
DMPK Equation.
The DMPK equation is a Fokker-Planck equation describing the evolution of coherent wave transport statistics as a function of the ratio of the system length to the transport mean free path. It was shown to describe quantitatively the transport properties of disordered Q1D systems. There is evidence that the DMPK distributions retain the main properties of the conductance distributions in the metallic, critical, and localized regime also in higher dimensions (15, 38) . The DMPK distributions were obtained as described in ref.
(DMPK Equation and Figs. S4 and S5).
Similarity Analysis. The similarity between the conductance distributions of correlated systems and the ideal DMPK distribution is characterized by a similarity function. We first create numerically a finite sample of DMPK conductance histograms with a certain bin size. We quantify differences between the ideal DMPK sample and the results obtained by the GSM by calculating a squared distance distribution function P(D 2 ). The squared distance between two distributions P i (g) and P j (g) is given by
In other contexts, the squared distance D 2 is denoted χ 2 or chi-squared.
We do not make use of this notation to avoid confusion with the degree of stealthiness χ. For a set of different, but otherwise statistically equivalent, finite-sampling distributions P i (g), we can define the distribution of squared distances P(D 2 ) considering all distances D i, j corresponding to all pairs with i = j. To assess the similarity between P(D 2 ) and the reference P DMPK (D 2 ) distribution, we compute the area below both distributions. Similarity is defined as
By this definition S is bounded in 
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Relations Between Degree of Stealthiness, Wave Numbers, and Frequencies Stealthy hyperuniform structures are defined through their structure factor (18). There is a critical wave number k c , below which the structure factor identically vanishes, S (k < kc) ≡ 0. In this study, we work with structures where the scattering units are placed according to randomly generated SHU point patterns. In all cases, the finite size patterns have N points and are generated in a square where periodic boundary conditions are applied.
The parameter controlling the structural properties of the samples is the degree of stealthiness χ defined as the ratio of the constrained degrees of freedom (i.e., number of constrained wave numbers) to the total number of degrees of freedom. In a sample with N 1 particles in two dimensions with periodic boundary conditions, the possible wave vectors k nm compatible with periodic boundary conditions are discretized. In the particular case of a square cell of side L, we have
with integers n, m. Hence, the number of constraints can be approximated by
On the other hand, the total number of degrees of freedom for a system of N points is ∼2N in two dimensions. Hence, the degree of stealthiness is
This approximation is exact in the limit of large particle number and large cell size at constant density. We consider a length unit a such that the number den-
We can associate features in the structure factor with spectral features. Throughout this work we consider transport and the DOS in TM polarization for collections of nonoverlapping rods. We keep the rod density (filling fraction) constant. Hence, the effective permittivity (and refractive index) eff = n 2 eff of the sample is also a constant irrespective of χ, at least in the low-energy regime. Any spectral feature related to scattering at a given vacuum wavelength λ0 can be related to a maximum scattering wave number in the effective medium,
where we explicitly separate a factor 2 to stress that the momentum transfer is two times the wave momentum as in Bragg's law. If the maximum scattering wavenumber in the effective medium kmax = 4πn eff /λ0 is smaller than the critical wave number kc then single scattering in the medium is inhibited. This condition defines the stealth region. In terms of frequency ν and degree of stealthiness χ, the boundary of the stealth region is defined by
Above this value of χ the system is stealthy at the frequency ν.
Generation of Point Patterns and Band Structure Calculations
We use a simulated annealing relaxation scheme to generate disordered SHU patterns with S (k ) < 10 −6 for k < kc(χ), as described in our previous work (13). Patterns below the critical parameter χ ∼ 0.55, above which quasi-long-range order gradually appears (23), already show significant short-range order. The point patterns are decorated with dielectric cylinders as described in the main text.
NDOSs are calculated by using the supercell method (1) implemented in the open source code MIT Photonic Bands (44). The supercell is repeated periodically and the band structure is calculated by following the path Γ → M → X → Γ in reciprocal space. The procedure is described in detail in our prior work (13). Nearly identical strategies have also been applied by others (12).
Isotropy of the SHU Seed Patterns
Eventually, for high enough values of χ, entropic crystallization starts to emerge. We expect the optical properties of isotropic systems to deviate from the ones of nonisotropic structures. By generating 1000 independent samples for each considered value of χ, we determine the degree of isotropy by analyzing the angular distribution of S (k). We use the same sampling as the one used for transport and DOS calculations. In particular, we compute angular fluctuations of the 2D structure factor S (k) for each of the samples. If a given sample presents angular fluctuations above a given threshold, it is considered as nonisotropic. We define the isotropy as the ratio of the samples with angular fluctuations below the threshold to total the number of samples. We set the anisotropy threshold to the maximum angular fluctuation of the structural sampling for χ = 0.10 plus a 0.1% margin. In this way, by definition, all samples for χ = 0.10 are isotropic.
We find that nearly all considered samples are isotropic for χ ≤ 0.45; nearly all samples show strong anisotropy for χ ≥ 0.55; and for χ = 0.50, ∼70% of the samples are isotropic. Fig.  S1 shows the results of the isotropy calculations together with some representative examples of the patterns in real space and (zoomed) maps of the structure factor S (k). There is a clear distinction between samples showing small variations and those showing large variation of the angular distribution of the structure factor. In the former case, large angular fluctuations are followed by the emergence of a sixfold pattern signaling sample crystallization.
GSM Method
We describe the GSM method used in the transport calculations (32). Throughout this work, TM polarization has been used. In this case, the electric fields are parallel to the axis of the cylindrical scattering units (axis along u z direction). The electric field is hence equivalent to a scalar field, which, in the frequency domain, can be written as
where we explicitly state the x , y dependence of the scalar field E . The wave equation with this geometry reduces to the scalar wave equation
in the absence of sources. We assume a dependence of E on the coordinates x , y and frequency ω. Throughout this work, the permitivity is assumed to be independent of the frequency. The field-matching conditions for the scalar electric field E across any discontinuity of the permittivity are continuity of E and its first derivatives ∂ x E and ∂y E . All structures considered in this work have been generated in a square cell of size Lmax × Lmax using periodic boundary conditions. To avoid spurious effects in the evaluation of light transport properties, we use the same periodic boundary conditions in solving the wave equation. We choose one of the directions parallel to one edge of the simulation cell to be the transport direction x . y is the transverse direction. We discretize the spatial domain in slices of thickness Δx in the transport direction. If the slices are chosen sufficiently thin, then we can approximate the permittivity (x , y) as being independent of x within the slice. We furthermore discretize the permittivity spatial profile in the transverse direction using a step Δy = Δx . In this way, we avoid introducing spurious anisotropy due to the shape of the elemental building blocks. In Fig. S2 , we show an example of the discretization procedure on a sample. In particular, we notice that in the pixelization procedure, an antialiasing procedure is followed to ensure that the filling fraction of the system in the GSM method is kept at its correct value even after discretization. We use a 5 × 5 supersampling scheme for antialiasing.
In any given slice perpendicular to x , the permittivity is independent on x . Hence, assuming periodic boundary conditions, the electric field at the i -th slice can be written as a superposition of modes,
.
[S9]
We are assuming that the i -th slice spans in x ∈ [xi − Δx /2, xi + Δx /2], and the solution is valid only in this interval. The additional dephasing induced by the terms xi is introduced to enhance numerical stability, in particular when the wavenumbers k
x ,n are purely imaginary (exponential growth away from interfaces). Also, the denominators |k 
[S10]
They satisfy periodic boundary conditions. The function (i) (y) is the permittivity restricted to the i-th slice and only depends on y. At this point, the Bloch theorem can be invoked to obtain solutions. In our calculations, we take the Bloch wave vector to be 0 (Gamma point). By doing so, the solutions are also purely periodic in the transverse direction, and the modes can be written as a superposition of plane waves in the form
[S11]
With this, we can recast Eq. S10 in algebraic form,
where the vector φ
where
[S14]
After introducing a high-frequency cutoff, we end up with a finite matrix M (i) in the eigenvalue problem given by Eq. S12 that is now suitable for numerical evaluation. Considering the expressions Eqs. S13 and S14, the matrix M is explicitly Hermitian; hence, its eigenvalues (k 
Once we have a complete description of the fields in the i -th slice, we have to couple them to adjacent ones. To do so, first we consider that we can couple a single slice at both sides to vacuum, and we obtain the scattering matrix of this isolated system including evanescent modes. The vacuum is considered to be media (i − 1) and (i + 1). The scattering matrix s (i) relates the incoming and outgoing vacuum amplitudes,
The specific values of the transmission matrices (t (i) andt (i) ) and reflection matrices (r (i) andr (i) ) are found by imposing C 1 continuity at the boundaries of the slice.
To obtain the scattering matrix of a set of two adjacent slices (i and i +1) surrounded by vacuum, we combine the corresponding scattering matrices s (i) and s (i+1) to
[S17a]
[S17d]
[S17e]
The identity matrix I has dimension Nvac × Nvac with the number of modes in vacuum including evanescent modes Nvac. In the calculation of the total scattering matrix of the system, we calculate the scattering matrix of each slice and then accumulate the total scattering by recursively applying the formulas [S17]. We set s (i) to the accumulated matrix and s (i+1) to the scattering matrix corresponding to the new slice attached to the system. Once we obtained the total scattering matrix, channelchannel transmittances T ab ≡ |t ab | 2 , total transmittances Ta ≡ b T ba , and conductance g ≡ a Ta is calculated by varying the indexes a and b only through the propagating modes corresponding to asymptotic scattering states.
One of the advantages of this method is that the accumulated scattering matrix at intermediate steps provides transport information for all accumulated lengths of the system (i.e., all of the way from L = 0 to L = L max). Fig. S3A shows the average over 1,000 samples of ln(g) for several frequencies at χ = 0.35 and a system of N 196 particles. To obtain the decay length ξ, ln(g) is fitted to a straight line for lengths such that ln(g) ≤ ln 1/2 −0.7. This threshold value corresponds to the dashed line in the figure. Fig. S3B sketches the procedure followed in the GSM method. The scattering matrix of each system is calculated for lengths L ≤ L max, increasing the length pixel by pixel. In all numerical calculations, we considered 500 × 500 pixels.
DMPK Equation
The DMPK equation (35, 36) is a Fokker-Planck equation describing the evolution of coherent wave transport statistics as a function of the ratio of the system length to the transport mean free path. It is a suitable description for disordered Q1D systems.
We consider a Q1D system of length L supporting a given number of propagating channels N . The corresponding asymptotic scattering matrix S of the system with dimension 2N × 2N can be explicitly written in terms of the transmission (t andt) and reflection (r andr ) matrices as in Eq. S15. By using the singular value decomposition of each of the scattering matrix entries, the scattering matrix can be expressed in terms of the polar decomposition
where the N × N matrices u and v are unitary. The matrix of singular values τ = diag{τ i }, i = 1, . . . , N is given by the transport eigenvalues {τi }. This specific form of the scattering matrix holds only for systems where reciprocity is preserved (the socalled β = 1 universality class). All statistical scattering magnitudes can be derived from the statistical distribution of the scattering matrix P L(S ) for a system of a given length L. The DMPK equation provides such a distribution based on a few simplifying assumptions.
We consider that the transport eigenvalues (radial variables) and the unitary matrices (angular variables) are statistically independent. We further assume that the unitary matrices u and v are distributed according to the unitary group (i.e., according to the Haar measure). This approach is known as the isotropy hypothesis. Within this approach, it is obvious that the distribution of angular variables is independent of the length of the system L and that all evolution of the statistical transport with L is given by the evolution of the joint probability distribution of the transport eigenvalues P L({τi }).
We further assume that the scattering matrix s corresponding to a slice of disordered material attached to the system of length L is statistically independent of the previous PL(S ) both for the angular variables (u and v ) and for the transport eigenvalues {τi }.
The last assumption introduces a scaling length that can be interpreted as the transport mean free path. It is assumed that there exist a length such that the averaged conductance g δL of a disordered region of length δL is g δL = N (1 − δL/ ). If the transport eigenvalues of the corresponding scattering matrix are {δi }, it is considered that higher-order moments of the conductance scales at least as the same order of δL/ .
With all these assumptions, applying [S16] to compute the scattering matrix S L+δL resulting from the composition of the scattering matrices SL and S δL , the change in the joint probability distribution (JPD) function of the transport eigenvalues can be found, the so-called DMPK equation,
where we have performed the variable changes cosh
[S20]
Unfortunately, there is no known analytical solution to Eq. S20. An approximate solution for the JPD of {xi } is (33)
This approximation has been tested numerically against microscopic models and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the DMPK equation. Due to the isotropy hypothesis, the description of the statistical transport breaks down in the quasiballistic regime, where L < . However, in the diffusive and localized regimes, L , the approximation [S21] gives excellent results compared with microscopic statistical simulations. In particular, the conductance distribution that can be obtained from MC simulation of this JPD function is indistinguishable from the ones obtained from full wave simulations or by using more sophisticated statistical transport theories (37, 45) in the diffusive and localized regimes.
The DMPK conductance distribution at a fixed average g = 1/2 has been considered as a representative case in the crossover to Anderson localization in the SPS regime. The P (g) used in this work were obtained via different sampling techniques (as explained below) applied to the JPD function [S21].
Fig . S4 illustrates the results obtained after MC sampling of the JPD function [S21]. As can be seen, for N = 5 propagating channels, the statistical noise in the conductance distribution is negligible after 10 7 MC single channel steps. Nevertheless, for 10 3 MC single channel steps, the statistical noise due to finite sampling is large. If a limit of 10 3 is imposed in the sampling, a much larger bin size for the histogram has to be used to reduce noise. This is the case in below, where we compare the GSM method and DMPK conductance distributions obtained after a sampling of size 1000.
Similarity Function S(ν, χ)
The quantitative evaluation of the similarity between conductance distributions of the correlated systems and those of DMPK are limited by finite sampling artifacts of the DMPK conductance histograms. We quantify the differences by calculating a squared distance distribution function P (D 2 ). The squared distance between two distributions Pi (g) and Pj (g) is given by
In other contexts, the squared distance D 2 is denoted χ 2 or chisquared. We do not make use of this notation to avoid confusion with the degree of stealthiness χ. For a set of different, but otherwise statistically equivalent, finite-sampling distributions Pi (g), we can define the distribution of squared distances P (D 2 ) considering all distances Di,j corresponding to all pairs with i = j .
We further assume that any histogram showing the same D 2 distribution with the previous members or the DMPK distributions is a qualified member of the ensemble. To build an appropriate P (D 2 ) distribution, we performed a conductance sampling using the DMPK model mimicking the way the GSM method conductance distributions at g = 1/2 are obtained: We take a system length such that g 1/2 for 1,000 independent samples. In this way, we perform an MC sampling while scanning the system length within a certain range. For each sampling, we choose the length associated to the value of the averaged conductance closest to 1/2. A key point is using equivalent sampling. In the DMPK case, we also take 1,000 independent samples. We repeat the procedure to generate N = 1000 independent histograms with g 1/2. We consider each DMPK histogram as a qualified member of the ensemble of conductance histograms build with 1,000 samples and fixed bin size. All DMPK pairs of histograms define a D 2 distribution function P DMPK (D 2 ). This distribution function is shown as black histograms in Fig. S5 D-F .
We furthermore assume that any particular conductance histogram should show the same D 2 distribution compared with each of the members of the DMPK sampling. In other words, the distribution P diff (D 2 ) created with all of the D 2 diff,i , i = 1, . . . , N (N being the number of independent DMPK histograms) defined through
where P GSM (g) is the single conductance distribution we compare against the DMPK model, should be P diff (D 2 ) = P DMPK (D 2 ). To assess the similarity between P diff (D 2 ) and the reference P DMPK (D 2 ) distribution, we compute the area below both distributions. Similarity is defined as
[S24]
We regard the overlapping integral (gray shaded area in Fig.  S5 D-F as the probability of a given GSM method conductance histogram to belong to the DMPK ensemble. In fact, this procedure gives a good quantitative measure of the similarity that can be guessed by mere inspection. The red histograms in Fig. S5D , the similarity is S(ν, χ) 0.89, and, as stated above, the GSM method conductance distribution (red histogram, Fig. S5A ) looks highly similar to the converged DMPK one (black distribution in Fig. S5 A-C) . This last distribution is built out of 10 8 independent samples. In Fig. S5B , we have a less similar GSM conductance distribution, although still resembling the main features of the DMPK one. In this case, S 0.50. Finally, in Fig. S5F , we have a null overlap between GSM and DMPK D 2 distributions; hence, S = 0 and, as can be seen in the corresponding left panel, DMPK and GSM conductance distributions are highly dissimilar for this particular value of χ = 0.45. This fact indicates that the underlying transport mechanisms are different from the ones assumed in the DMPK model. This procedure for assessing the similarity of a particular GSM conductance distribution to the DMPK model is particularly sensitive to subtle variations in the parameters controlling the sampling and histogramming procedures. To compare both GSM and DMPK ensembles, sampling and histogramming have to be performed following the same procedure. For instance, comparing histograms with the same bin size but different number of samples gives rise to different results, even if the shape of the distribution is similar.
In all cases, the DMPK model results have been calculated by using an MC method using N prop = 5 propagating channels. With this number of channels, the conductance distributions at g = 1/2 are already converged to the same distribution found for Nprop 1.
DOS
We have calculated the DOS as a function of the stealthiness parameter for systems of four different sizes ranging from Np 100 to Np 480, where Np is the number of rods in the structure. The exact number of rods in a pattern depends on the chosen values of χ. In Fig. S6 , we show the raw DOS normalized to the number of rods in the structure. The raw DOS is a histogram of eigen-frequencies computed at 13 different points in the reciprocal space, each box of the histogram is then divided by the number of k-points, the number of disorder realizations, and the number of rods in each pattern. For a given value of χ, the number of rods is the same for all realizations of disorder. For N p 100, 200 and Np 320, we calculated the band structure of 500 independent disorder realizations, while for Np 480 rods we have between 30 and 60 disorder realizations. As can be seen in Fig. S6 , the DOS is independent on the size of the structure.
Local DOS. Finite size effects are expected in related quantities like the local DOS (LDOS), LDOS (re ), proportional to the spontaneous emission rate of a point emitter located at re . As predicted by Yablonovitch (16), the LDOS is expected to vanish at any point in a photonic crystal presenting a full PBG. While this holds for infinite systems, in finite samples there should also be a finite evanescent coupling to the modes in the continuum. Hence, the LDOS should decay exponentially to zero as the system size increases (provided the LDOS is calculated at a point close to the center of the material). We calculate the decay rate of an emitter placed in the center of the sample using a coupled dipole method described in detail elsewhere (46). In Fig. S7A , we plot the LDOS (r e ), normalized to vacuum's LDOS (LDOS0) for a single sample with χ = 0.40 for different system sizes as shown in Fig. S7 A, Inset (N is the total number of scatterers). Fig. S7 shows the expected nearly exponential decay of the normalized LDOS for a frequency νa/c = 0.35 inside the gap region, as a function of the system radius R/a (with N = π(R/a)
2 ). For system sizes as small as N = 40, the LDOS is already three orders of magnitude smaller than LDOS0.
Transport Characteristics
We perform identical statistical analysis on the ln(g) fluctuations as described in the main text also for systems of different sizes, Lmax 10a (N 100 rods), Lmax 18a(N 310 rods), and Lmax 22a (N 480 rods). We find a similar behavior irrespective of system size. This result is summarized in Fig. S8 . Therein, color maps of the ln(g) fluctuations at L = Lmax (maximum size and square system) is plotted as a function of χ and νa/c (Fig. S8  A-C) . In Fig. S8 D-F , the corresponding color maps of a/ξ are also presented. As we can see, despite some differences in the values reached by the a/ξ and the ln(g) fluctuations, which are expected to grow with system size, the behavior as a function of χ and frequency does not depend on system size. In particular, the point of highest Var(ln(g)) is found at a normalized frequency νa/c 0.40 and χ = 0.35 in all cases. Table S1 summarizes the results found at this particular value of frequency and degree of stealthiness. We find a weak dependence of the decay length ξ as a function of system size. The prediction of the DMPK model for the localization length is ξ loc ∝ (N ch + 1), where N ch stands for the number of propagating modes in the Q1D geometry. In the fourth and fifth columns of Table S1 , we see that this is not the case at these particular values of χ and νa/c. On the contrary, the decay length shows a weak variation between ξ/a 1.4 and ξ/a 1.7 of the order of a factor 1.2, while the prediction for Q1D systems is a factor 2.25. On the other hand, the ratio Var(ln(g))/| ln(g) | roughly varies between 1.2 and 1.3-far from the predicted value of 2 for the Q1D geometries and close to the value of 1 found in ref. 47 and surprisingly similar to the value 1.24 found in ref. 15 using different models of strongly localized electronic 2D systems. Var ln (g) ln ( 
